
-The Indian Head Bakery owned and operated by Bart and Lisa Horsman

-Built as a bakery in 1964 over two early 1900 buildings

-1903 H. P. Gardner jewellery story

-1920 upstairs Dr. Robertson’s first dentist office

-1940s Beck’s grocery store

-1947 – 1953 brothers Adam and Eoin Colquhoun opened the Red and White Store. 

(They sold out in 1953 because the new Trans-Canada Highway was giving easy access to 

Regina for Indian Head residents and the business was no longer viable.)

-1953-1956 Dales Variety - Arnold Dales was born on a farm near Duff. He joined the RCAF in 1942, 

trained as a navigator, was posted to RAF Bomber Command, did a tour of operations over Europe

 and was shot down over Germany. After the war he farmed at Duff for 5 years then married 

Jean Paxon of Indian Head. In 1953 they moved to Indian Head and started a small gift shop here.

-1956 – 1960s Wes Copithorn Electric

-1964 Gordon Smith tore two buildings down and built the Bakery overlapping two original buildings.

-1974 R. Tabin 

-1980 Ted Singbeil 

-1981 - Brian Hill owned and operated the Indian Head bakery which he purchased from Ted Singbeil in 1981. 

He was married to Linda Skinner.

-1989 (July 1) Hugh and Debbie McNaughton bought from Brian Hill. Hugh had worked with Gordon Smith 

when Brian Hill owned the bakery.

-2010 Bart and Lisa Horsman

Some other bakery stories from the history book:

-The first bakery belonged to Liggett. That building was by the creek south of the library.

(p 394 history book) “The spillway near Liggett’s Bake Shop was really exciting. 

Watching the bread taken out of the old outdoor bake oven at Liggett’s, how wonderful it was.”

-Behind the middle building of the Thompson Block, between Men’s and Boy’s Store (now Toy store building) 

and Orchard’s Drugstore 1904 –was George Stinson bakery.

-George Stinson sold the bakery to William Law in 1945. Law sold to Gordon Smith and father Frank Smith 1951. 

The Smiths sold their first loaf of bread April 5, 1951. Franks Smith’s sister, Deirdre moved to new Indian Head 

that same year to work for her brother. She married Bill Leach a year later. The Smiths built this building in 1964.

-History Book P 41 (#86) North of the lane was the location of the first curling rink built from poles, the late 

1880s to mid-1890s.

-In 1919-20 three locations here. Indian Head Club rooms, Grocery store, and bakery later. Geo. Stinsons first bakery.
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Smith's/lndian Head Bakery History – Letter by Gordon Smith Jr. (June 2021)

I guess if I wanted I could go all the way back to 1914. My great uncle Bert and a friend of his (last name McKay, 

don't know his first) started the Smith/McKay bakery in Yorkton. My grandfather Frank Smith worked for them 

and Dad must of worked for them in later years as well.

When the war broke out Dad enlisted and headed off to war for the next 4 years. After the war he ended up in

North Battleford and because baking was his only trade he went to work for McConnels bakery in N.B. It was 

in N.B. were he met my mom and they were married in Feb. of 1950. I believe it was my Mom who told me that Dad 

had made an effort to buy the bakery from Mr. McConnnel, but the deal fell through. I don't know if the deal just 

fell through or if Dad just couldn't come up with the money. They then borrowed $2000 from my Mom's parents 

and moved to Indian Head in 1951 and started the Bakery there. To be honest I am not sure if there was another 

bakery there at the time and that they took it over or if there wasn't. At any rate it was 1951 when Smith's Bakery

 in Indian Head started.

The bakery was located in a building behind the Rainbow Cafe and the sales office was on Main St. which later was 

owned by Ken McCabe and became the Indian Head News office. They must have operated in those two locations

for quite a few years, because I came along in June of 1951 and I remember delivering bread and buns and 

other baked goods back and forth from the bakery to the sales office.

Dad had a storage shed behind the sales office where he stored the big bags of flour that where delivered. 

Of course, we were not allowed to play in there because Dad was worried we would get hurt or damage the 

paper bags of flour. Of course, we didn't listen and played in there a lot. Graham had a little girl friend by the

 name of Kerri Badnock. They played together a lot. Kerri had a golden lab dog named Silver. 

One day Graham, Kerri and Silver were playing in the flour shed when a cat got in. Well you can 

guess what happened next. Silver went nuts and chased that cat all over the flour shed destroying 

I don't know how many bags of flour, but it was a mess and Graham and Kerri where covered in

flour. Graham and Kerri got into some big time trouble and the law was laid down that if either 

one of us were caught in there again the consequences might even be worse.
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I'm not exactly sure when Mom and Dad built the bakery on Main Street but I believe it was in the early 60's. 

We spent a lot of family time in that building, mostly good fun times, but some not so good, especially 

when Graham and I were goofing around and things either got damaged or eaten. I remember one 

time Dad was mixing cake batter and he had the mixer on slow. I figured things would go a lot faster 

if the mixer was going faster so I turned it up to as high as it would go. Well, there was cake batter 

all over me the walls and the ceiling. It took me the rest of the day just to clean it

all up.

Over the years there were a number of employees who worked for Mom and Dad both young and old. 

I don't think I can remember them all but here is a list of some. I apologize for those names I may of 

missed but their aren't many people around that I can ask anymore.

First and foremost there was Norman "Tubby" Harkness. I am not sure how long he worked for Mom 

and Dad but it seemed like forever. He and Dad worked the night shift all the time and I worked for 

Tubby on the night shift as well when Dad had other things he needed to do and was not able to work. 

Those other things usually involved a house party somewhere and both Mom and Dad were there. 

He was a man of few words but I talked all the time so it worked out. He liked to listen to the country 

music station on the radio and did not like the kind of music I liked but we still got along good.

Nelda Harrop worked for us for a long time as well. She was a very nice lady who always seemed to be 

smiling. I used to like working with her.

Deloris Young worked the sales area most of the time but also in the back when the sales area wasn't busy. 

Her husband was Ken Young who was the RBC bank manager at the time. She too was a very good 

employee and her and her husband became quite good friends with Mom and Dad.

Mom and Dad also employed a lot of high school kids some of whom are Joan Gruber, Eldon Dahlman, 

Ronnie Rogers, Don Hindle, Evan Flude, my cousins Maureen Kneller (Fenske), Karen Farmer (Smith) 

and I am sure there were more but unfortunately, I just can't recall all the names.

A friend of mine, Bill Coulthard, who lives in Regina said there is a store near where he lives that sells 

Indian Head Bakery bread. The manager told him he used to stock other types of bread but decided to 

just stock IHB bread because that was all people wanted.

My Dad sold the Bakery in the mid 70's (I'm not sure of the exact year) to Brian Hill, who I believe 

sold if to Huey McNaughton. In 2010 Bart Horseman bought it and seems to be doing quite well with it. 

He has a large area that he delivers to and as a result has expanded the size of the shop to accommodate 

his growing business.

I visited the Bakery in 2018 when I was in IH for our 50th High School Grad Reunion. I was amazed at 

how much it had changed but also how much was the same. Bart told me that a lot of the recipes that Mom and Dad 

used were still being used today.

In closing I would just like to say thank you to the Indian Head Museum and to Winnie (Malbeuf) for 

asking me to do this. I know Mom and Dad would be very proud of the way the Bakery has survived 

and flourished over the years. I know I am, and I wish Bart, his wife, and staff continued success.

Sincerely,

Gordon Smith Jr.


